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Abstract 

 Tough times and Miles to go before we sleep- Corona warriors.Challenges have become more commonplace 
in the situation of Covid-19. While on one hand people across India and around the globe are restricted to 
their homes with a complete shutdown of businesses and educational institutions to contain the virus, but 
some warriors are who are fighting against this pandemic. We have clapped, clanged utensils lit diyas to 
salute their bravery. Children of frontline coronavirus disease-2019 warriors are facing many problem which 
can’t explained easily. Doctors, Medical staff members, policemen, and Asha workers are engaged in different 
duties in fight against COVID-19. These are the Frontline of this war against COVID-19. There is another side. 
Every doctor every policeman and every health personal has a different fight besides this pandemic. They are 
Doctors, Farmers, policemen, and health workers but they are also human and have a family. Despite that, 
they work to keep us safe. They are not only facing a daunting task of handling and treating patients but also 
struggling to keep their own worries and emotional stress. First came to doctors nurses ward boys 
pathologists pharmacists etc. As striker norms came to the fore. Lots of them have risked their lives in the 
commission of humanity. The inspiring stories of these medical heroes who sacrificed their lives on the 
forefront to fight against the virus are heartbreaking at the same time. The sacrifices of these fighters will no 
go in vain. Humanity will always be grateful for their sacrifices during this hardship. The respect for them 
has grown manifold in the hearts of people. Through this research paper, we tried to give a tribute to these 
Corona warriors. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
A tribute to frontline corona warriors––Doctors,Nurses,sanitisationworker,police,asha workers who 
sacrificed their life while saving patients during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.As we all know it that 
.teh year 2019-2020 coronavirus is upending life on a global level.The highly infectious virus disease 
covid-19 is caused by SARS-CoV-2( Serve Acute Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus-2) 
It was first seen in Wuhan,Hubai,China where it was firstly identified in December 2019. On March 
11,2020 after almost 3month the WHO( World Health Organisation) recognized it as a pandemic across 
the world. 
In India the Prime minister March 22,2020 was announced as the janata curfew urges for resolve, 
restraint to fight coronavirus.And on March 24,2020 the government of india has announced the 
lockdown for 21 days as phase 1 and extended till may 31, 2020 in four phases. 
 On july08,2020 WHO acknowledge 'evidence emerging' of airborne spread of COVID-19. 
As of August 18,2020,approximately 22,185,755 cases of COVID-19 have been confirmed in all over the 
world and resulting around 780,369 deaths.While on one hand all around the world everything is 
shutdown weather its education institution,businesses but on the other hand doctors,police,medical staff 
are leading the COVID-19 battle from the front line. 
“Watch me. 
I will go to my own sun and if am burned by its fire i will fly on scorched wings!!!(CORONA WARRIORS). 
Warriors against the COVID-19 
Their is no need to say ,that doctors ,nurses,police officers,sanitisation worker,asha worker are at high 
risk of infections. COVID-19 frontline have risked not only their lives, but their family members. 
Dr.Li from china 
His face become a freedom of speech in china.He died of the illness he warned against at age 34.He was 
ophthalmologist in wuhan.On Decenber 30,2019,Li signed onto his medical school alumni chatroom and 
posted a warning against going around that resemble SARS.In the middle of the night Chinese authorities 
took him to the police station and forced him sign a statement saying that his warning was an unfounded 
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rumor.Only then he was allowed to returned his work.On January 10,2020,he treated a woman for 
glaucoma,without knowing that she was infected with coronavirus.Li was diagnosed 2 week later.He 
eventually decide to go public about his experience.He criticized the inaction of the Chinese 
government,continued leaking the information about the virus.On February 7,2020, Dr Li passed away. 

(Wikipedia) 
 
Dr.Frank gabrin from America 
America’s first  ER doctor to die in the frontline of the  COVID-19 battle. 
Docters from italy 
Many of the doctor died in italy till now in this pandemic situation.This couple is one of them 
A couple from itally, both of them saved the life of 134 by working hard day and night, but on the eighth 
day itself, they became a victim of disease.

(Wikipedia) 
 Roberto Tonelliand his fiancé, Ivana Castaniere was planning their wedding in Italy. Now they're fighting 
Coronavirus on the frontline together.

(Wikipedia) 
 
Doctors from india  
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During this pandemic, many Covid-19 warriors are risking their lives to ensure that everyone stays safe 
as the country fights the deadly virus—Dr Brijal Patel is one of them. Seven months pregnant on COVID-
19 duty.  Dr Brijal Patel, a medical officer in Ahmedabad, developed symptoms of Covid-19 but tested 
negative twice, and resumed duty to serve society.

 
 My brother Dr.Sumit singh work at gangasheel hospital in bareilly working hard day and night treating 
their patient .He does’t come home from 3-4 month and  missed rakhi festival too.On duty his colleague’s 
report was positive but when he was tested his report was negative,and he resumed duty to serve society.  
Doctor from Madhya Pradesh made his car as a temporary house to save his family from covid infection. 
More than 196 doctors died in india. 
Warriors in khaki 
The COVID-19 pandemic has taken the world by a storm. In the fight against COVID-19, more than 100 
policemen have been tested positive for the infection while four policemen have lost their lives and the 
number is expected to rise. 
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New avtar of force  

(Wikipedia) 
The force have found many entertaining ideas to convey their right message to the public. 
 Sub-Inspector (SI) Harjeet Singh of Punjab Police has emerged as a shining symbol of the nation’s fight 
against the coronavirus.  
Kerala Police has also come out with a hand washing dance. 
Bengaluru and Mumbai Police has come with innovative unique theme helmit. 
In Andra pradhesh,police officers singing song . The song proposes ways to tackle the virus and promises 
citizens that they will be able to step outside and see the light of day after this pandemic subsides.  
In these odd times, the khaki remains at forefront of not only implementation of the law but also social 
welfare and social defence. 
Asha workers as corona warriors 
 In Mysuru, Over 1,800 ASHA (Accredited Social Health Activist) workers attached to the District Health 
Department have lent shoulder to the Government in the battle against Coronavirus. 
ASHA workers have identified themselves as Corona warriors by visiting homes of all those who are  
under quarantine and collecting vital statistics, that is very much useful in the fight against the  pandemic 
situation. 
On one hand Docters,medical staff are engaged in taking care of COVID-19 from inside the hospital,while 
on another hand asha worker are carrying out  the outdoor task of visiting households, checking out the 
health of the people who are under isolation and quarantine and collecting data about persons who are 
symptomatic and those who were in primary and secondary contacts with the infected, while risking their 
own health.   
Asha worker  task is to advise people stay in indoor and educate them hand-sanitisation and wearing 
mask. 
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FINAL WORDS 
 
I appreciate the doctor,police,Medical staff and all corona warriors for their hard work and bravery 
fighting to COVID-19. They are not only risking their own life but their family are at high risk,which is 
indeed a huge sacrifice. 
     “Not all soldier carry a gun to protect their country...... 
             Some carry a stethoscope!!! “ 
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